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GAMES & MUSIC

VAMPIRE: The Masquerade Bloodlines 2 has been delayed
till later in 2020.
Andy Kipling, a developer at Hardsuit Labs, said “We need some more

l

RAZER has joined the wireless
earbuds race with a new set that
the firm says will provide immersive
audio without annoying lag.
The Hammerhead True Wireless

time to get you the game you’ve been
waiting for. We value quality over
making the Q1 launch window. Everyone working on this wants to offer
you the best Bloodlines 2 we can.”

l
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earbuds will set you back £99.99
and feature Bluetooth 5.0, touch
controls and voice assistant compatibility, as well as being water and
sweat-resistant. Sweet.

Want some fun? Grow for it!
SOMETIMES you want to have a blast in
multiplayer without being weighed down
by all the real-world baggage of fighting
in real locations or using morally questionable weapons.
Luckily EA’s Plants vs Zombies is the
perfect series to break away with as it
blends multiplayer shooter thrills with a
killer cartoon style.
Now returning with its third instalment, PvZ Battle for Neighborville
takes the core gameplay fans love and
adds to it with more charm and character than ever before.
As the epic battle between
the Plants and Zombies wages,
you get a heathy six PvP
modes to get stuck into — all
of which follow a standard
framework of other shooters
but with a PvZ twist.
Fan favourite Turf War

IT’S FULL-BLOODED

WHAT would happen if you took
a rock-solid Dark Soul-style
core and threw it in the big old
anime machine?
Well, Code Vein is what you
would get.
This is Bandai Namco Studio’s new take on the genre
where you find yourself fighting
on a planet left in ruins after a
mysterious calamity that set
loose a host of monsters and
terrors on the world.
You play as a Revenant
—which is all but a vampire in
name as you were once a
human but now find yourself in
the thick of the fight as an
immortal that must feed on
blood.
In an interesting and weird
twist, though, you don’t feed on

IF there’s something strange
in your neighbourhood…who
you gonna call? Remaster!
Yep, the 10-year-old Ghostbusters: The Video Game has
been given the touch-up treatment. Which some may find a
bit odd.
However, if you delve a little
deeper this was actual a major
event in gaming as it was original billed as a sort of Ghostbusters 3.
It saw Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd, Ernie Hudson and the
late Harold Ramis reprising
their movie roles as the
heroes for rent.
Comedy legends Aykroyd
and Ramis even helped write
the tale for the game so it
wasn’t messing around.
The game picks up right
after the events of the 1989
Ghostbusters 2 film — and
throws a curve ball straight at
you. Instead of playing as one
of the four main leads you fill
the boots of a voiceless new
recruit called ‘The Rookie’.
Which is a bit of a shame as
it would have been great to
play as Ray, Winston,Venkman
or Egon.
Where it does shine,
though, is that a lot of the
action takes place in locations
from the first two movies as
well as being packed with
nods and winks that fans will
love.
At its core this is a 10-yearold game, so bear that in mind
as you bust ghosts and
ghouls across the seven
chapters with very little going
off the beaten path and only

BAD news from Ubisoft as
the firm has announced
delays to Watch Dogs Legion,
Gods & Monsters and Rainbow Six Quarantine — all of
which are now expected to
arrive after the company’s
current financial year
comes to a close.
All three titles were set to
launch before the end of
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Code Vein

Xbox One, PS4 and PC £44.99
what’s left of humanity and
instead gorge on blood beads
that have starting growing after
the calamity. But these life-giving beads are running out so
you have to find out why and
get to the source of where they
come from.
And from there you create
your character and pick your
class and head out on the
search. In a smart move you are
able to swap your class at any
time during the game so you’re
never locked into one. Add to
that a healthy ability system and
you’ll spend a bit of time finding
which best suits you.
Combat-wise it’s all about

timing and reading your enemies as you have a pool of
blood that is basically your
stamina bar and depletes every
time you attack but will refill
after a battle.
This adds a bit of tactics to
fights though the enemies are not really the
brightest and often just
smashing seven bells out
of them gets the job
done. But things step up
when the bosses turn up
to offer more of a challenge — though once you figure
out what to do the challenge
soon fades. And, oddly, this is
maybe a good thing. It means
that the game is never as hard
as most Dark Souls clones. This
will be welcoming to all but the

most-hardened fans looking for
their next challenges.
Visually the game is all over
the place as it looks great at
times and dull at others as you
track around the mostly grey
world with only a few highlights
along the way.
But when the anime
style hits it’s VERY good.
Code Vein is an odd
beast that brings some
interesting ideas to the
genre but is let down by
poor AI and level design
which will put off the hardcore crowd.
But it is also maybe an entry
point that many rookies have
been looking for.
HHHú
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Ghostbusters: The Video
Game Remastered
Xbox One, PS4, Switch and PC £21.99
some light puzzle-solving
along the way.
You’ll be spending most of
your time blasting and trapping with your trusty proton
pack which gets a few fun
upgrades for different attacks
along the way as well as you
being able you spend in-game
cash to unlock upgrades.
But the game soon shows

March next year. The delays
follow news of substantially
decreased financial targets for
Ubisoft’s current fiscal year.
This downturn has been
credited to the lower-thanexpected revenue from
sales of Ghost Recon:
Breakpoint and, to a lesser
extent, performance of The
Division 2.

A RARE
Pokémon
card has sold at
auction in New York
for £151,567. The Pikachu Illustrator Promo
Card features art by
Atsuko Nishida, the
original illustrator of
the little yellow
critter.

Conan O’Brien will have a role in the
game.
O’Brien will play a character
called The Wondering
MC, who will give you
the Sea Otter Suit. And,
yep, you guessed it, it
lets you swim easily in
the river and prevents

returns, letting two teams of 12 battle it
out to capture or defend points on goodsized maps with challenging final goals
to bag the win.
And new mode Battle
Arena takes elements from
search and destroy and
blends them with team
deathmatch to make a
fun but challenging
game as there are
no respawns and
last player standing wins.
When not in the thick of battle
you’ll be able to explore the hub
world. It is packed with fun little
things to do and is where you
really get a real taste of PvZ’s silly

THERE is no worse feel- Tom Clancy’s
ing that getting all Ghost Recon Breakpoint
Xbox One, PS4 and PC £34.99
fired up about a game your
life as you and your squad
only to discover it is a are trapped on an island called
Auroa being hunted by a force lead
total letdown.
by Jon Bernthal (yes, the Punisher
And Ghost Recon Breakpoint
is very much in this camp
when it comes to 2019’s mostdisappointing titles.

loading times are too long
and pre-rendered cut scenes
are not very good-ooking.
And there are a host
of little glitches you’ll
discover along the way.
What starts as a warm
blanket of fan service
soon starts to really
show its age.
That’s a real shame as
the cast and story are
great but it’s just the gameplay that is busted.
HHú
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AS Death Stranding fever
l
grows, Hideo Kojima has
announced that US talk show host

Xbox One, PS4 and PC £34.99

sense of humour. But what good are
maps and modes if the plants and zombies don’t deliver? Fear not.
Each side is reinforced with three playable units, each fitting in really well to the
already strong cast and all 20 have a role
to play in battle.
Where the game drops the ball a little
bit is on the PvE side. It’s fun to start with
but feels a bit of an afterthought
and, ultimately, a grind as you do
fetch quests or escort missions.
If you’re a fan of Plants vs Zombies you’ll have a blast here. It’s
more of the same really with some
new bells and whistles. And the PvP
continues to be a tonne of fun with
it’s over-the-top cartoon tones, especially when other blasters are stuck in a
grim and dirty real-world setting.
HHHHú
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NEW
MUSIC

By Jim Gellatly
EMERALD SUNDAY

BREAKING BAD

Back from dead
its age as the levels and battles are just not as sharp as
you really want them to be and
often end with you being
handed a cheap death
over and over — plus
the AI of your busting
buddies is very poor as
they get downed too
often and don’t pick you
up very quickly when
you’re downed.
In terms of what’s actually
been remastered, it looks to
be just the game’s visuals as

Plants vs. Zombies:
Battle for Neighborville

Now, we love the Ubisoft Tom
Clancy games — from Rainbow Six
to the last Ghosts game Wildlands.
We love getting to play soldiers
in near-future locations and saving
the day.
We have sunk hours into them.
But Breakpoint has committed a
cardinal sin in the pre-launch
trailers and press. It showed cool
and interesting content that the
final package does not come close
to delivering. Billed as a fight for

you from drifting away. Death
Stranding has also finally been confirmed to be heading to the PC, with
a summer 2020 release pencilled in.
Death Stranding is due on PS4
next Friday — though
the games release on
PC will mark the debut
of the Decima Engine
on PC and publisher
505 Games is handling
that version.

EA has
confirmed
that its games will
be coming back to
Steam. To kick it
off you can now
pre-order Star Wars
Jedi: Fallen Order
ahead of its
launch on
Nov 15.

THERE’S nothing worse than
an exclusive on a platform
you don’t have and it’s even
more maddening when it’s
about a game which has to
be a GotY contender. Gripe
over.
Developer
ZA/UM have confirmed that Disco

himself). He has built an army of
ex-Ghosts and you have to fight
for survival as you try to stop him
as well as free the island.
Which all sounds great and the
gameplay looked to back this up
by giving a sense of real weight
and tension to each encounter.
What you get in reality,
though, is a game that’s so
confused it doesn’t know
what it wants to be.
Its trying to be a looter
shooter but all enemies
can be killed with two
shots to the head —
no
matter
their

Elysium, their critically -acclaimed RPG, will be on Xbox
One and PS4 next year.
Released on PC earlier this
month, you are a less than
upstanding
detective probing a murder
mystery in the
city of Martinaise.

levels. The robots and drones are
total bullet sponges so the gear
rating system is a bit redundant.
It also seems to want to be a
collectathon. There are thousands
of things to pick up but it quickly
becomes mind-numbing.
But the biggest issue is the game
teased at having this roughand-ready feel of you against
the odds.
I spent the first few missions sneaking and covering
my corners, being stealthy
and silent, but the fear and
tension was really installed
by the pre-launch news.
I soon discovered you can
simply
run-and-gun
most
encounters in the game with
ease, which kills any feeling
of fighting to survive stone
cold dead.
Auroa itself is huge with
lots of stuff to do. There
are firefights waiting

IT’S said that history is often
written by the victors — or, in
the case of Call of Duty: Modern
Warfare, just simply rewritten.
History buffs have accused it of
placing blame on the Russians for a controversial real-life US attack .
One mission takes
place in an area called
The Highway of Death,
which the game says
earned its name after

l
1 Call Of Duty:
Modern Warfare
2 FIFA 20
3 WWE 2K20
4 The Outer Worlds
5 Medievil

to break out at bases and enemies
checkpoints as you take the fight
to the Wolves.
The core tale, though, is totally
forgettable really beyond you getting pay back on Bernthal.
But there is always hope out
there. Ubisoft have said that the
game will be getting improved.
And
this
is
key
here
because you can really see a
good game in Breakpoint.
Hopefully this will happen
moving forward.
At the moment it’s uneven
and conflicted and is really a
step back from Wildlands.
Even the most die-hard fans will
be left cold.
At the moment it is a mediocre
shooter that should be so much
better.
Get to work, Ubisoft. We are
waiting...
HH
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the Russians bombed it during an
invasion, killing those who tried to
escape. But it’s been pointed out the
actual Highway of Death was the
result of a US-led coalition towards
the end of the First Gulf
War.
The rewrite may not
be spotted by Russians, though, as Sony
are not selling the
game in the PlayStation Store there.

WHERE: Kirriemuir, Angus.
WHO: Mike Martin (vocals), Alan
Hunter (guitar/vocals), Matty Fleming (guitar), Scott Crawford (bass),
Andrew Taylor (keys), John Morgans
(drums).
FOR FANS OF: Oasis, Stereophonics, Feeder.
JIM SAYS: Emerald Sunday hope to
follow in the footsteps of their town’s
most-famous sons and make their
mark on the culture of the nation.
Kirriemuir was the birthplace of
Peter Pan author J.M. Barrie. Late
AC/DC vocalist Bon Scott lived
there as a child before his family
moved to Australia. Both Peter Pan
and Bon have statues in Kirrie, and
on the evidence of Emerald Sunday’s new album, perhaps a plinth
should be made ready for them?
OK, stretching it a bit, but Willow is
a wonderful record! The band’s third
album, it’s a major step up.
Formed as a covers band in 2008,
they started to develop their own
songs and Mike Martin came in as
lead vocalist in 2010.
Debut album Revolution came out
in 2015. Songwriter and guitarist
Alan cites the major turning point
was the recruitment of former Doctor & The Medics drummer John
Morgans ahead of recording the
eponymous follow-up.
Alan said: “He brought a more
solid and controlled sound to the
music. We seriously thought we
were ready for a higher level.”
Sadly, Emerald Sunday lost their
mentor and manager Charlie Campbell to cancer on May 1, 2017, the
very day the record was released.
Alan said: “Charlie really believed
in us and took us under his wing so it
was a huge loss. We will always be
grateful for what he did and vowed
to make him proud.”
And with Willow, they’ve done
that. The band enlisted Embrace
guitarist Richard McNamara as producer, and supported One Sided
Horse, featuring members of
Embrace including Richard.
Alan said: “A few weeks later I
asked if we could come down to his
studio and record. Richard pushed
us to our maximum potential.”
The Embrace star realised he had
something special on his hands.
Richard said: “When a band
drives from Dundee to Halifax with
enough drink to sink a ship and two
pre-packed sandwiches you’d better get strapped in. But when you
realise they wear optimism as a
badge of honour and open their
hearts without hesitation, you know
something special is going to happen. Every song is somehow familiar but also surprising. This is where
Emerald Sunday are mining for
gold, led by a vocalist so accomplished, yet so disarmingly humble.
“If you like ‘big music’ it doesn’t
come much bigger!”
Emerald Sunday will tour early
next year as these epic new songs
deserve as big an audience as possible. Alan said: “Our ambition is to
put out music people can enjoy and
maybe become part of their life in
some way. It would be great to gain
a place in Kirrie folklore.”
More: www.emeraldsunday.co.uk
l Jim presents a weekly showcase of New
Music on Amazing Radio, Sundays 2-4pm.
www.amazingradio.com
www.jimgellatly.com
PIC: craigcantwellphotography

Watch video of band at
thescottishsun.co.uk

